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Automatic Weather Station
Unit Turned Over To Tarlac
MDDCFI
Administrator Anna Rosario Paner gets assistance from Board Members
Hermenegildo Serafica and Roland Beltran during the formal turn-over of the
Automatic Weather Station unit to the Bukidnon MDDC. Hon. Vice-Mayor and
MDDC Chair Mr. Pablo Lorenzo III and SRA Mill District Officer Mr. Alan Buque
received the unit.

Adm. Anna Rosario V. Paner,
along with Board Members
Hermenegildo Serafica and
Roland Beltran flew to the
Bukidnon mill district on
January 19-20, 2017 for SRA’s
official turn-over of the
Automatic Weather Station
(AWS). Hon. Vice-Mayor and
MDDC Chair Mr. Pablo Lorenzo
III personally received the unit
as witnessed by various
association representatives and
other guests.
After the ceremony, Adm. Paner
and her entourage proceeded
to the Research and Training
Center (RTC) in Busco, Quezon,
Bukidnon, for a meeting with
sugarcane stakeholders from
the Mindanao mill districts
namely, Davao, Cotabato and
Bukidnon together with their
respective Block Farm
Chairmen.

During the meeting, Adm.
Paner, along with Board
Members Serafica and Beltran
warmly welcomed the
attendees. After which, Atty.
Johanna Jadoc ( SRA National
Focal Person, Block Farm
Project) made a presentation of
all SIDA projects. For her part,
Adm. Paner discussed the
Medium Priority Projects for
2016-2022 as well as the SIDASRA Scholarship Program plus
the Socialized Credit. This was
followed by an open forum
where the attendees/
participants aired their
opinions, views and concerns on
the subjects tackled.
Two of the essential points or
suggestions raised were: 1) the
inclusion of other courses in the
SIDA-SRA Scholarship Program
(Continued on p. 2

The Automatic Weather Station located
in Brgy. Lilibangan, Concepcion, Tarlac
was officially turned over to the Tarlac
MDDCFI on March 10, 2017. The
occasion was graced by no other than
SRA Administrator Anna Rosario V.
Paner along with Board Members
Hermenegildo Serafica and Mr. Roland
Beltran. In behalf of the TMDDCFI, Mr.
Jose Angelo Flores and Mr. Paulino
Guarin received the AWS unit. - Joel G.
Ronario
The SRA, as a part of the Crop Estimate
System and a proactive measure to monitor
the weather as it affects sugarcane
production, established an Automated
Weather Station (AWS) on every milling
district so as to generate data on rainfall
accumulation, rainfall intensity, temperature,
relative humidity, atmospheric pressure,
radiation and sunshine duration as input to
the crop estimate system and for planning
purposes including climate change mitigation
measures.
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apart from Agriculture; and 2) to include free board
and lodging in the TESDA scholarship program
especially for enrolees coming from remote barangays
who are not well-off to sustain themselves.
In the evening, Hon. Vice Mayor and MDDC Chair
Lorenzo III invited Adm. Paner and her party for a
special dinner at his own ABSFI Function Hall where
special guests awaited.

The next day proved to be hectic as the gracious lady
Administrator and her group toured to offices of
various planters organizations. They also visited the
BUSCO Sugar Mill Co., Inc. and observed its
operations, ditto for the ABSFI Organic Plant.
After this, they dropped by at the SRA Bukidnon office
where Adm. Paner and Board Member Serafica talked
to the employees. Their next destination was the
Crystal Sugar Co., Inc. in Maramag. From here, the
team went back to BUSCO to conduct their Board
Meeting at its staff house.- Alan Buque

Mindanao region stakeholders with Admin. Paner and the two Board
Members namely, Mr. Hermenegildo Serafica and Atty. Roland Beltran.

Don Pedro MDDFI Continues to
Set a High Bar

MDDFI Buys New Tractor
To augment the old and high-maintenance tractor
pool of the Don Pedro MDDFI, the Board of Directors
decided to purchase one (1) unit of a 4-cylinder, 125
horsepower JD 6125 tractor. The fund came from the
savings of the foundation. The tractors previously
granted to
the
foundation
by SRA
through
ACEF are
already old
and require
highmaintenance
cost. With
the
The JD 6125 tractor will surely be an asset
acquisition
specially in land preparation.

of the new tractor, it will boost the increasing demand
for land preparation in the district especially by the
small sugarcane planters.

Expansion Project of SRA Nursery
Another project is the expansion of a 5.0 has. SRAFunded nursery. Don Pedro MDDFI was able to lease
an additional 3.80 has. in Malaruhatan, Lian. Expenses
for this came from the sales of canepoints, sugar and
molasses
from the
matured
canes from
the 5.0 has.
SRAFunded
nursery.
With the
The expanded SRA nursery in Lian, Batangas.
increasing
demand for planting materials, the additional area for
nursery will help in the HYV dispersal in the district.–
Celso Ersando
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In Focus: Mobile OPSI Training Teams by Joseph Peter Gonzales
One unique and innovative concept in line with the
project “Capacity Building for Small Farmers in Luzon
and Mindanao” under the 2016 SIDA-RDE is the
establishment of the Mobile OPSI Training Team
(MOTT) in each mill district. Considering how huge
the scope of the project is, said move is deemed as a
more practical and effective way to further promote
“education on wheels” among the farmer-clientele
especially the small ones.
It’s a fact that small planters often experience low yield
as compared to the big ones. One essential factor is the
inadequate training on crop establishment and
management practices that can lead to under-utilization
of agricultural innovations, decreasing land
productivity, poor crop performance and consequently
low standard of living on the part of the farmers.

that they can utilize the available resources for
productivity performance.
For years now, the SRA OPSI core group has been
staging nationwide trainings to sugarcane farmers but
it’s not sufficient to reach all the farmers especially in
far-flung areas. The MOTT will bridge the gap since
first and foremost, it is participatory where farmers can
share their experiences and crop technicians/inspectors
can share their expertise.
Trainings are the engine towards agricultural
transformation. The rise in productivity is a sign of
increased sector performance which will change the
lives of small farmers in remote areas. It is perceived
that through the MOTT, small farmers will get
empowered through an agricultural development
program eventually resulting to poverty alleviation,
good health and general well-being.

The MOTT is actually an agricultural extension
training approach that intends to use well-experienced
The nine mill districts have formed their respective
and competent sugarcane farmers, crop technicians and
MOTT teams as they conduct capacity building
retired SRA Agriculturists in the district to help in
seminars or field demonstrations. Let’s get to know
training small farmers on good agricultural practices so
them:

Mobile OPSI Training Team (MOTT)
CAGAYAN

BALAYAN

Lito Caranguian– SRA MDO
Aldrine Pascual– SRA– BF TO
Michael John Casauay– URC
Nestor Bautista– Gawad Saka
Awardee
Roel V. Puyot– SRA

Lucio Santiago- SRA MDO
Cyril Borromeo– SRA TO
Edna Lagagino– SRA TO
Myla Toreja– BISPMPC
Mario Aplon– URC Crop Inspector
DON PEDRO

TARLAC
Joel Ronario– SRA MDO
Alvin Dionisio– SRA BF TO
Aurelio Lozanes– CAT
Rolly Gonzales– City Agriculturist
Mauro Merculio- (former Philsurin
Coordinator)
PAMPANGA
Zyrus Montiel– SRA MDO
Laverne Olalia– SRA LAREC
Alvin Cuenca– SRA BF TO
Lito Manangu– Sweet Crystal
Richard Torno– Gawad Saka
Awardee
Jeffrey Serraon– Sweet Crystal

BUKIDNON
Alan Buque- SRA MDO
Wilfredo Mapano-SRA
Ismael Braga– SRA
Hector Tabilla- SRA– BF TO
Mitchell Alimbobong SRA–BF TO
Christian Calvo SRA- BF TO
Hilario Sarmiento SRA- BF TO
Lorjune Boiser SRA- BF TO
Don Ric Balacase SRA- BF TO

Celso Ersando– SRA MDO
Samuel Dela Torre– SRA– BF TO
March Mercado– SRA BF TO
Teodoro Lavadia– CADPI
Edel Ocampo– Philsurin
DAVAO
Nemesio De Ocampo– former
Edgar Aclao– SRA MDO
CADPI employee
Ernesto Arendain– MDDC Manager
Romel Mojica– Don Pedro MDDFI
Jose Llorente- CSD Manager
Allan Hechanova– CSD Supervisor
PENSUMIL
Salvador Ocampo– SRA MDO
Ma. Teresa Caballero– SRA
Engr. Raul Carreras– Gawad Saka
Awardee & MDDC Chair
Joshua Sta. Ana– Mill Chemist
Salvador Paleza– Mill Agriculturist

COTABATO
Ireneo Nu ez– SRA MDO
Ian Cordero– SRA-BF TO
Edgardo Sarmiento– MDDC Chair
Godfrey Mosura– Planter
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Balayan

Carsumco

Don Pedro

Balayan

Tarlac

Pampanga

Carsumco
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SRA Holds OPSI For Its Personnel

Adm. Paner happily leads the class picture of SRA’s internal OPSI.

Through the directive of Adm. Anna Rosario V. Paner,
an internal two-day OPSI (Outreach Program of the
Sugarcane Industry) training was given to select SRA
personnel on March 9-10, 2017 at the Luzon
Agricultural Research and Extension Center (LAREC) in
Floridablanca, Pampanga.
A banner program of the agency, Adm. Paner deemed
it best for employees to have basic knowledge of the
OPSI which is handled by the Extension Services
Division since its inception. All departments sent their
respective representatives who were all informed and
enlightened on what transpires during an OPSI. While
for the new ones the training provided fresh learning,
the more veteran attendees who have experienced a
similar activity in the past considered it as a refresher
course.
Officially welcoming the participants on Day One was
Mr. Laverne Olalia who presently acts as OIC of LAREC.
He highlighted the physical features of the center as
well as the important research-related activities
happening there for the information of everybody. He
wished the attendees a pleasant stay and hoped that
they’ll enjoy the two-day training.
Dr. M. Dina Padilla-Fernandez (OIC, Office of the
Manager III, RDE-L & M) delivered the Opening
Remarks in which she warmly welcomed the group
and expressed hope that everyone will learn a lot from
the worthwhile undertaking. She pointed out the
essence of holding such training: for SRA employees to
realize not just the plus sides of the OPSI program but
the fact that every department has a contribution in
its smooth conduct in the mill districts. According to
Dr. Fernandez, it’s about time that the SRA community

has a better understanding of how OPSI is being given
to the clientele and the positive effects it brings,
technology absorption and yield improvement-wise.
The first topic to be discussed was “Understanding the
Sugarcane Crop” with Mr. Adel Catuira (OIC, Extension
Services Division, L & M) as lecturer. Participants
enjoyed this session specially when Mr. Catuira used a
live sugarcane specimen during his talk to support his
visual presentation. He gave emphasis on the stages of
growth of the sugarcane plant so that the audience
would realize the essence of timing and availability of
resources in sugarcane farming.
Newly-appointed Pampanga Mill District Officer Mr.
Zyrus Oliver Montiel immediately followed suit with
his topic on “Soil Physical Properties” where the
attendees learned about the basic composition of soil
and its type and structures: that sandy loam soil is the
most suitable for sugarcane planting. As a follow-up
topic, Ms. Evelyn Estanislao (Senior Science Research
Specialist) discussed about “Soil Fertility and Plant
Nutrition” which enlightened the body on the major
nutrients for plant growth like nitrogen, potassium and
phosphorus.
In the afternoon, one of LAREC’s Senior Science
Research Specialists in the person of Mr. Benjamin
Manlapaz talked about Important key points on
“Sugarcane Production” which proved to be very
informative for the participants. Ditto for the topic on
“Nursery Management” given by Tarlac Mill District
Officer Mr. Joel Ronario. Participants learned many
insights on how a sugarcane nursery farm operates
and how to take care of it. Ms. Vina Serrano, Senior
(Continued on p. 6)
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Science Research Specialist from
LAREC was the next speaker and she
shed light on “Production
Technology and Crop Management
(PTCM)”
which is one
of the
center’s
foremost
projects.
The last
topic for the Mr. Benjie Manlapaz discusses essential key
day was on points on Sugarcane Production while Ms. Vina
Serrano tackles Production Technology and
the Yield
Estimation Crop Management which are being undertaken
in LAREC.
System for
Sugarcane (YESS) Project which was discussed by Mr.
Olalia who is the head of SRA’s Crop Estimate team.
He stressed that YESS is a collaborative project of the
agency with the UP Diliman College of Engineering
whose aim is to further improve the yield of each mill
district through modern technological breakthroughs.
For Day Two, participants were made to experience
actual field activities with the help of some LAREC
staff such as: soil sampling, soil moisture reading and
actual planting. Everyone was excited and happy with
the hands-on activities lined-up for them as they’ve
learned so many lessons on field work and realized
that sugarcane growing entails dedication and hard
work.

Participants are taught the proper way of planting canepoints.

Before the resumption of the lecture on the last three
remaining topics, SRA Adm. Anna Rosario Paner along
with Board Members Mr. Hermenegildo Serafica and
Mr. Roland Beltran arrived in LAREC to personally

Soil moisture reading was also taught to SRA personnel
which proved to be informative as a prerequisite in
irrigating the sugarcane plant.

check and give inspiring thoughts to the participants.
The former congratulated the batch for their
participation in the worthwhile undertaking and
expressed hope that whatever they learned would
make them love and appreciate the sugar industry
even more. Adm. Paner stressed that it’s imperative
for every SRA employee to be well-versed in OPSI
since it’s one of SRA’s banner projects. Mr. Serafica
and Mr. Beltran more or less echoed the same
thought and
wished everyone
a fruitful and fun
day.
As the VIP guests
and their
entourage left for
their scheduled
Board Meeting in
Tarlac that day,
Ms. Agnes
Casupanan
(Science
Research
Specialist) took
the floor to
discuss about
Adm. Paner along with Board Members
Serafica & Beltran pointed out the
“Pest and
importance of OPSI to the participants.
Disease
Management of
Sugarcane” which the audience enjoyed due to her
light and comedic approach.
The group was introduced to many types of pests and
diseases which attack the sugarcane plant and how to
combat these.
(Continued on p. 10)
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SRA Witnesses Demonstration in
Mechanized Harvesting
The Sugar Regulatory Administration, through its OICRDE Manager III (L&M), Dr. M. Dina PadillaFernandez and OIC- ESD (L&M) Adel V. Catuira,
witnessed the operation of the sickle sword harvester
for sugarcane cutting and grab loader for sugarcane
loading. The demonstration was held in the farm of
Agrikulto, Inc. in Apalang, San Miguel, Tarlac City on
February 1, 2017. Also present during the
demonstration activity were Engineers Ador Bacani and
Patricio Macamos from the Luzon Agricultural Research
and Extension Center (LAREC), Batangas MDOs Celso
Ersando and Lucio Santiago III, Senior Science Research
Specialist Evelyn Estanislao, LAREC OIC Laverne Olalia
and Tarlac MDO Joel Ronario. Said activity was in
collaboration with FilHolland Phils. courtesy of
Messieurs Tony Sibulo and Rey Lapiguera.

Adm. Paner Meets with Tarlac MDDCFI

Adm. Paner in the thick of the discussion with officers of
the Tarlac MDDCFI.

Adm. Anna Rosario V. Paner along with Board
Members Hermenegildo Serafica and Roland
Beltran staged a meeting with the Officers and
Directors of the Tarlac Mill District Development
Council Foundation, Inc. (TMDDCFI) headed by its
Chairman, Cong. Noel L. Villanueva and Vice
Chairman, Former Mayor Wilfredo Y. Sawit on
March 10, 2017 at the Luisita Golf Clubhouse,
Luisita Golf Course, San Miguel, Tarlac City.
Mr. Joel Ronario, Tarlac Mill District Officer,
presented his area’s profile which was
characterized by low productivity, a huge number of
small farmers and small farm sizes. The MDDC
pointed out the problems of the mill district
planters such as lack of harvesting facilities, limited
manual labor specifically during harvesting, limited
HYV’s, poor soil condition and limited irrigation
facilities. Cong. Villanueva and Director Jose Angelo
Flores recommended for more support to LAREC for
testing and propagation of new HYV’s and
distribution to mill district farmers.

The RDE personnel headed by Dr. Fernandez witnessed how
the sickle sword harvester & grab loader work.

The SRA Board suggested to fast track the
propagation of HYV’s, conduct of adaptability test,
provision of harvesting machineries, organization of
block farms to assist small farmers and
strengthening of LAREC for research and
propagation
of new
HYV’s. The
TMDDCFI
meanwhile
pledged 20
hectares for
Adm. Paner and her Board Members obliged rapid
a group shot with the Tarlac MDDFI.
propagation
and adaptability trials. - Joel Ronario
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Adm. Anna Rosario V. Paner,
together with Board Members
Hermenegildo R. Serafica
(Planter’s Sector) and Roland B.
Beltran (Miller’s Sector), visited
the Pampanga Mill District on
March 10, 2017. They were
warmly received by the Pampanga
Mill District Development
Foundation Incorporated
(PMDDFI) Board of Directors
headed by its Chairman, Mr.
Angelo Pingol at the Board Room
of the Sweet Crystals
Integrated Sugar Mill located in
Adm. Paner and Board Member Serafica discuss the plans and programs of SRA with
Pampanga MDDFI Chairman Pingol.
Brgy. Planas, Porac, Pampanga.
The discussion focused mainly on
two key topics: The plans and programs of SRA for
sugar mill districts under its new leadership and the
concerns and challenges facing the sugarcane industry
in the Pampanga Mill District. As for the first issue,
Adm. Paner and Board Member Serafica revealed that
immediate (and priority) new projects are being
considered which include: the distribution of two new
sets of cane harvester and cane loader to every sugar
mill district, budget and resource allocation for
Research and Development (R&D) projects for the
sugarcane industry under the Sugarcane Industry
Development Act of 2015 (SIDA Law), and easier credit
access for sugarcane planters (either under SIDA or
through Philsucor).
Adm. Paner, who is concurrently the Chairperson of
Philsucor, also assured those who are present that
Philsucor would be very considerate in the approval
and granting of loans to sugarcane planters who are in
need of financial assistance.
For the challenges being faced by sugarcane planters
in the Pampanga Mill District, Mr. Pingol and other
PMDDFI Board of Directors present in the meeting
raised the following concerns: perennial unavailability
of cane cutters during the harvesting season,
provision of irrigation facilities for sugarcane farmers
especially for those areas with sandy type of soil,
availability of new sugarcane HYV’s and technologies

that are most appropriate for different local
conditions in the district, and source of financing/
credit for sugarcane production, among others. The
discussion was fruitful as the SRA plans and programs
presented were able to address the concerns of
sugarcane planters in the Pampanga Mill District,
especially the provision of a small mechanical
harvester and cane loader, and the less stringent
approval and granting of loans by the Philsucor.
Also, Board Member Serafica made a short
presentation about his proposed new tilling
equipment that, based on his personal experience,
does not only improve sugarcane productivity but also
preserve good soil physical condition.
The new equipment, though potentially beneficial,
stirs some concerns among those present as pointed
out by Mr. Enriquito Villanueva, because the current
types of equipment that they are using (e.g.
moldboard/ disk plows, harrowers, and furrowers) are
ubiquitous and cost a fortune to replace. To address
this issue, Board Member Beltran said that if
sugarcane planters really want to improve production
and become more competitive, they have to change a
lot of their traditional farming practices and adopt
appropriate and recommended farming technologies.
— Zyrus Oliver Montiel
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Bukidnon Mill District Stages
Various Activities
Active and busy are the best words to describe the
happenings which took place in the Bukidnon Mill
District during the 1st Quarter of 2017. Different types
of seminars, consultations, and workshops were
conducted.
First was the month-long Sugarcane Technology
Seminar staged in the district which was sponsored by
the BUSCO Sugar Milling Company, Inc. In the said
training, new technologies were given emphasis.
There were also three Barangay seminars conducted,
with 108 participants under the joint effort of SRA and
BUSCO Sugar Milling Company, Inc. Meanwhile, a ReOrientation Seminar of six SRA-initiated Block Farms
was attended by 183 participants.
On February 2017, a Capacity-Building Seminar for
small farmers was held in seven barangays with a total
of 294 participants. This project is valuable to planters
for them to have knowledge on the new methods in
the current farming trends which would eventually
help them increase productivity.

A number of workshops were held in the Bukidnon Mill
District during the first quarter of 2017.
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Pres. Rodrigo Duterte, together with Sec. Manny Piñol of the
Department of Agriculture visited the site of the solar
powered irrigation facility in Barangay New Janiuay, M’lang,
North Cotabato on February, 21, 2017. The project is
actually considered a breakthrough in the field of Agriculture
and the D.A. secretary found it worth-replicating in other
areas apart from the country’s rice areas. Though the
majority of the surrounding areas are rice farms, some
sugarcane farms could be possible beneficiaries of the
facility.
The contraption consists of solar panels to run the engine
which sucks water from a receiving structure. As Sec. Piñol
stressed, the culprit in applying irrigation in the farms is the
same in running the irrigation machines and with this
innovation, such problem will be addressed.
As part of the benefits that residents could get out of the
project, there is the production of Tilapia fish. Two Tilapia
rearing cages were constructed in the vicinity of the solar
panels. Each cage could rear some 4,000 fingerlings. Cage 1
housed the fingerlings while Cage 2 reared Kangkong plants
(Ipomea Aquatica) which will cleanse the sucked used water
from the Tilapia cage and the cleansed water will be
suctioned back to Cage 1 with the fishes. The oxygenator
machine is submerged giving rise to the fingerlings with the
current tapped from the solar energy contraption.
Two months after the visit of President Duterte to the area,
the SRA team of Engineers led by Engr. Laverne Olalia with
the Directors of BSWM and CLSU in Nueva Ecija also visited
the site and gathered data for the possibility of mimicking
the project to the sugarcane areas where there is ample
source of water.– Ireneo Nu ez
(Continued on p. 11)

For the culminating topic, Dr. Fernandez talked about
the present state of the Philippine sugarcane industry
in which she presented pertinent facts like the trends
of sugar production, consumption (supply and
demand) and the domestic and world market prices.
The performance of the sugarcane farms in terms of
productivity by sizes of farms was also discussed as
well as the low productivity of the smallest ones.
Dr. Fernandez further stated that it was against this
premise that the SRA is into Block Farming. The
audience got enlightened on the current scenario for
the RDE and the road it would trek in the coming
days. Especially when the unified support of all the
employees is considered, continued success can be
achieved.
After lunch, the group proceeded to the Central
Azucarera de Tarlac (CAT) for a mill tour. While
waiting for the tour to begin, Ms. Estanislao, as the
Coordinator of the Block Farm Project for Luzon and
Mindanao took the opportunity to lecture on SRA’s
Block Farm Project which drew positive response
from the participants. She explained all the mechanics
and rules in the formation of BF’s and what benefits
small planters can derive in joining. According to her,
when formed to a big group, these farmers are given
the voice and access to lots of privileges (like
trainings, equipment, tractors, etc.) that would
contribute to a high yield. She also mentioned about
the scholarship SRA is giving to Agricultural students
who are poor but deserving.
As they were doing the tour inside CAT, the
participants witnessed how a mill operates and how
sugar is made. Informative and fun at the same time,
the participants went home happy and satisfied with
what they’ve learned in the two-day training. – Joseph
Peter R. Gonzales

The plastic pipe to the paddies from the main line.

Interestingly, the swamp which serves as
the source of water for the contraption is a
Tilapia fishpond by itself.

An array of solar panels nurturing the
power engines.
The main line of the contraption connecting
to the subject fields for irrigation.
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The rearing cages for Tilapia which can accommodate 4,000
fingerlings also tapped the resulting electricity from the solar
panels to run the oxygenator.

COSUCECO’s FREE
CANEPOINTS PROGRAM
The Cotabato Sugar Central Company Inc. (CSCCI) now only
lacks the needed cane supply as the mill completed its
rehabilitation efforts just recently. The Gotianuns hoped
that with the establishment of this sugar mill, the living
condition of the people nearby will improve.
To keep the mill running at a profitable pace, the campaign
for more expansion was prioritized and financing the
sugarcane farms was given through crop loans. The loan
package was directed only to organized associations as block
farms. Several planters availed of the loan packages and
proved to increase areas of plant cane thereby improving
the tonnage of the current estimates as compared to the
previous crop year.
To further supplement the previous program, the mill
owners thought of drawing more sugarcane farm
expansions via a free cane point program for expansion
areas. The scheme will cater the needed cane points for new
areas. Those ratoon areas that are willing to be rehabilitated
as new plants will receive 2 laksas of the cane points
requirement for free. The number of laksa per hectare
subject of the program is 4 laksas.

Engr. Laverne Olalia of SRA and Dr. Armando Espino of
BSWD, CLSU gets some briefing from Kagawad Gerry
Piñol of M’lang North Cotabato on the mechanism of the
project.
points which are disease-free, pure and affordable. – Ireneo
Nu ez

CARSUMCO
URC Sets Up Transloading Area
It is by principle that, “The farther the plantation site from
the mill site, the higher the hauling costs.” This is the reason
why some planters in the southern most areas of the mill
district shifted from sugar to ethanol. The said areas are the
provinces of Isabela, Kalinga and Ifugao.
To persuade the planters from Isabela, Ifugao and Kalinga
to come back in delivering their canes to CARSUMCO, the
URC mill management had set-up a “Transloading Area”
along the boundary of Cagayan, Isabela and Kalinga. This is
situated in Batu, Enrilem, Cagayan which is forty-five (45)
kilometres away from the mill. The planters can now just
deliver their
harvested canes to the transloading area
and these will be carried free to the mill site.

At present, some planters
from Isabela and Kalinga who
delivered their canes to GFI/
ECOFUEL for the past three
years are now coming back to
URC-CARSUMCO due to the
While other private nurseries in the district sold their cane
presence of the said
points at P4,500.00/laksa, the MDDC maintained its price of transloading area. - Lito M.
P3,000.00/ laksa ( pick up price). The price of P3,000.00 has Caranguian
been set by the MDDC for its nursery’s cane point
distribution project just to cover the production cost for the
The URC’s transloading area in
sustainability of the project. This is to encourage more area
Batu, Enrilem, Cagayan is truly a
expansion and for planters to avail of good quality cane
big help to win back planters who
shifted from sugar to other
products.
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used to protect tablets from chipping.
***
Scientists here and abroad
have reported surprising
success in the use of sugar
to treat serious wounds and
Sugar doesn’t just sweeten a product, it has other
burns that don’t respond to
properties that make it unique. It is used to provide
conventional therapy.
structure and texture as it absorbs water and inhibits
Although the mechanism is
flour gluten development providing proper texture in
not clear, it appears that
baked goods (a little sugar – dense texture like a roll; a when sugar fills an open
lot of sugar – fluffy texture like a cake).
wound it dissolves in the tissue and produces an
environment in which bacteria cannot grow. Physicians
***
also believe sugar supplies nourishment that damaged
tissue needs for regrowth.
Sugar helps prevent spoilage of
fruit jellies and preserves by
***
stealing the water from bacterial
The glue industry uses sugar as an extender and as a
cells, killing them and preventing
vehicle to slow the setting process.
spoilage.
***
Sugar balances sour, bitter and spicy components in
foods like spaghetti and barbeque sauce.

***
Sugar plays a role in leather tanning; in the
manufacture of paper ink and dyes; in textile sizing
and finishing.
***
You can prolong the life of
cut flowers by adding a
teaspoon of sugar to the
water. For cut flowers, sugar
can be absorbed through the
stem and transported to the
petals where it is
metabolized.

***
When Mary Poppins announced that “a spoonful of
sugar makes the medicine go down,” she was
undoubtedly referring to sugar’s sweet taste. Actually,
it is sugar’s physical properties that make it extremely
useful in the pharmaceutical industry. Sugar is valued
in liquid preparations for its solubility and bodying
effects. In tablets, sugar functions as a diluent to
control concentration of active ingredients and as a
binder to hold ingredients together. Sugar coatings are
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